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President's Column
By Steve Fairbairn
To show or not to show, that is a question that comes to mind from time to time. Lately it
has been on my mind more often than usual, triggered by the upcoming Richmond Carvers’
Show and The Art of Wood Exhibition. Both of these events have had, to put it mildly, underwhelming response from our membership and I have to wonder why. I look at our
monthly Instant Gallery and see dozens of gallery-worthy pieces. So why is it that we, as a
group, are reluctant to show that work to the public?
Yet, I attend the Richmond Carver’s Show every year and see scores of pieces ranging from
average to amazing from people of all skill levels and age groups. The Richmond Carver’s
Club, to the best of my knowledge, has a similar or perhaps slightly smaller membership
than the GVWG yet there are easily over a hundred entries in their shows. I don’t understand it.
I’m sure if each of us were asked directly why we don’t enter pieces into shows like this, the
responses would vary but could probably be distilled down to a few broad categories:









My work isn’t good enough
My work isn’t very creative
My pieces look like everyone else’s
My pieces could never win an award
I don’t want to be judged
I don’t have any pieces on-hand to show
It’s too much trouble to submit my work
I’m not interested in showing off my work

I have to admit that I am guilty of many of these beliefs, as well. I believe my turnings are
average at best and I don’t feel I am able to devote enough time in front of the lathe to improve as fast as I would like. I often feel that my creativity seems to be extremely derivative
(or outright copies) of others that I have been recently exposed to. In my mind, both of these
excuses seem valid enough to not even consider showing my work off. Note that I used the
word ‘excuses’ and not ‘reasons’ because they are just that – excuses. So, I am going to step
outside my comfort zone and submit a piece or two to the carving show. Not because I think
they are exceptional or will garner any sort of award, but because I think it is important that
we occasionally step outside those comfort zones that we sequester ourselves to and take a
chance.
As of this writing I believe it is too late to submit work to the Art of Wood exhibition at the
Port Moody Arts Centre (June 6 to July 11) but there is still time to enter something in the
Richmond Carvers’ Show (May 25 to 26) as I believe you can enter pieces up to the day be-
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fore. I challenge any GVWG member who has ever brought something to our Instant Gallery
to submit one or two of those pieces to the upcoming carvers’ show.
Are you interested in knowing more about spalted wood? Dr. Seri Robinson, AKA “Dr.
Spalting”, will be coming to the GVWG on June 22 to give a day-long presentation on everything you ever wanted to know about spalted wood. Seri is a professor of wood anatomy at
Oregon State University as well as a woodturner who offers workshops on DIY spalting, creating fungal pigments and turning spalted wood at the Marc Adams School of Woodworking
in Indiana. This should be a very unique and interesting presentation and I encourage anyone who has even a slight passing interest in learning more about spalted wood to attend this
event.
As announced at the last couple of monthly meetings, we will be celebrating the GVWG’s
20th Anniversary this summer. We originally planned to have our celebration during the
September meeting but, for a variety of reasons, the organizing committee and board of directors have decided to move the celebration to our annual summer barbecue in August.
More details will be forthcoming.
Keep on turning!

Steve
President’s Challenge:
May - Reclaimed/Recycled Material
June - Burned

Front Cover:
Bryan Lunt – Forward Motion
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Tech Talk for Mach 2019
by Bruce Campbell
We had a rather free-flowing discussion for the
April Tech Talk. Our first talk was an extension of the idea of boiling wood by adding
Downy Fabric Softener. A search of the web
turned up several testimonials from guys who
do it regularly for bending veneers using about
1 part Downy to 12 parts water. The general
thought is that the silicon in the Downy penetrates the wood and “softens” the lignin allowing better bending. All the users referred to
using it on thin veneers so how applicable it
might be to bowl blanks is open to experimentation.
Paste wax has long been a finish of choice for
floors and furniture and one member considered using SC Johnson Paste Wax for turnings.
A quick search shows that this product contains “Deodorized Naphtha” which has been
shown to be carcinogenic even is small quantities so perhaps on display pieces but definitely
NOT food-safe.
This lead to a discussion about acrylic thinners
for use in air brushes. Two interesting option
include 90% isopropyl alcohol cut 50/50 with
distilled water (making it 45%). The other was
ammonia-free window cleaner cut 10/1 with
distilled water. Both are cheap and readily
available.
We talked again about slow-set CA glue used
as a finish and several members report good
success. The product goes on easily, penetrates well, and when it sets creates a hard finish that can be sanded and built up with additional applications. The only drawback is that

the currently available products are expensive.
Perhaps with a whole new market buying it the
cost will come down.
Finally, we talked about making your own
molds for casing epoxy resins. In particular,
Gary made a mold for casing brass pen tubes
in resin. There are lots of products out there
for doing this and lots of tutorials on-line on
how to use them. It makes an inexpensive way
to make a mold that is reusable.
Thanks all who participated this month. I will
be away next month but everyone is welcome
to get together and talk “tech” at the next
meeting.
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Focus On Fundamentals– Ed Pretty Sharpening
by Dustin Cook
Sharpening woodturning tools is a topic
that never gets dull and Ed Pretty’s demo
showing how he puts an edge on the tools
of his trade sure got to the point.

However, before Ed began discussing
sharpening, he went over how to properly
set-up a bench grinder for woodturning. Ed
recommends that the grinder be mounted
on a separate stand if possible; if it has to
be placed on a bench try not to place it in
the centre and mount it so you can stand to
the side to make sharpening gouges easier.

wheels on his modern ½ HP General grinder that he refurbished a retro cast iron belt
driven Henry Craftmaster grinder from his
childhood but with 6” wheels it probably
wouldn’t have been an issue.

After a quick poll of the crowd gathered for
FOF, it was readily apparent that most of
the audience members use the Wolverine
Vari-Grind sharpening jig or some version
of it. Ed likes to say that these jigs “pay for
themselves in the steel that you don’t grind
away”. However, they can also be easily be
made just Google “homemade sharpening
Make sure the grinder is set to the right
height so there is no need to bend or reach jigs”. Either way using a sharpening jig is a
good practice and with a light touch only a
when sharpening; Ed set his grinder to be
few thousands of an inch of steel need to
the same height as his lathe spindle. It is
removed when putting a fresh edge on a
useful to have a light attached to your
grinder that turns on even when the grinder tool.
is off and to use magnets to pick up metal
If one is looking to get a Vari-Grind jig Ed
shavings from the grinder. Most imrecommends not buying the Vari-Grind 2
portantly don’t forget that grinding wheels version; they can be tedious to set-up and
give off metal dust and dust masks should
only allow grinding in one place which is
be used for safety; grinders can be danger- not ideal for a vitrified wheels that shrink
and need to be trued over time. The benefit
ous tools.
of the Vari-Grind jig is that it makes the anEd discussed the various types of grinding
gles consistent although there is a learning
wheels and Cubic Boron Nitrate (CBN)
curve.
wheels are Ed’s favourite type; most
woodturners are unlikely to ever wear them
out. As CBN wheels are quite pricy, if only
one wheel fits the budget, Ed recommends
just buying a 180-grit wheel and using an
80-grit vitrified wheel for re-shaping tools.
If one owns a CBN wheel don’t put a vitrified wheel on the other end of the grinder
arbor because it will be out of balance. Also, if considering buying one don’t hesitate
to get a 6” CBN wheel as they don’t change
shape, are cheaper, and better suit many
modern low powered grinders. Ed got so
tired of having to push start the 8” CBN

The best thing to do is to make grinding
simple and to try to limit adjustments to
just one; some people even weld their VariGrind jigs so they can’t be adjusted. Ed
likes to use a spacer block to set up his jig
and uses 1¾" space between his jig as per
the instructions but some people use a 2”
space. He also modified his jig and cuts off
the extra length on his OneWay V-Arm as it
is not needed.
Although the instructions depict roughing
gouges, bowl gouges, and skews being
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sharpened with the V-arm fully extended it is
not necessary to sharpen those tools that way.
Spindle roughing gouges can simply be sharpened on the platform and it can actually be
quite dangerous to sharpen a spindle roughing
gouge with the V-Arm fully extended.
The goal is to keep the angles consistent and to
be in charge of the profile when sharpening. It
isn’t always that important as to what the actual angle is rather it is important to be consistent. Consider making angle spacing jigs for
roughing gouges, skews, and scrapers. Some of
the most common mistakes that can be made
when sharpening is to have a concave on the
top profile or to make the cutting angle change
suddenly.
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sharpening spindle gouges. Ed sharpens bowl
gouges and spindle gouges the same way but
just changes the Vari-Grind angle.
Ed believes that spindle roughing gouges
(SRG) don't need to be sharpened at different
angles for hardwoods and softwoods as suggested in some books as they are made to take
abuse. The SRG should be straight and the
corners should be kept on the gouge when
sharpening. Doing so allows the corner edges
of the SRG to be used as a skew and this is useful for cutting tenons.

To sharpen skews and scrapers use the platform rest. Also, any square edge tools like
skews and scrapers should have the corners
rounded over slightly to prevent dinging tool
rests; some newer tools already come ground
When sharpening bowl gouges Ed sharpens
one side of the bowl gouge first, then the other, like this. Parting tools just need to be sharpened on one side at a time as needed and Ed
and then joins the two. The bowl gouge is no
sharpens them freehand. Another trick is to
different than the shape of the bowl and have
use a carbide rod (grout tool from a Dremel)
an idea of what shape you are after when
for rolling a burr on a scraper. Also, tools
grinding.
without handles can be easier to sharpen as
It is important to take note of what type of
the handle doesn’t need to be swung right
flute the bowl gouge has. For example, V goug- around.
es typically have straight sides and a radius
bottom with a sudden transition. Ed does not Ed briefly touched on the importance of honcare for the V Gouges and finds them harder to ing edges with the key being to hone the heel
sharpen than elliptical gouges. If V gouges are and toe equally in order to avoid getting a secsharpened right at the transition, a tiny bird’s ondary bevel. Diamond hones, strops, and slip
mouth can easily be unintentionally ground on stones can be used for this. He has found an
them. In comparison, elliptical gouges change inexpensive jeweller's loop to be a useful tool
for examining the edge on the tool off the
radiuses all around, have smooth curves with
grinder; those that don't believe in honing
no sudden changes, and are preferred by Ed.
might be surprised to see that the fresh edge
To reduce the width of the bevel on gouges, Ed off the fine grinding wheel looks like a picket
grinds a relief bevel which just gets metal out
fence without honing.
of the way. Usually this only needs to be done
Thank you, Ed, for honing our skills and sharby the second or third grind and the narrow
ing some acute observations on sharpening.
bevel stops the hard edge from bruising the
wood when going around corners and making
a cut with a bowl or spindle gouge.
Spindle gouges are designed to get into tight
corners easier. Traditionally they were forged
and weren’t made out of round bar so they had
an even thickness in the curve; having an even
thickness in the curve is Ed’s objective when
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Tree to Table – Managing Green Wood
by Bruce Campbell
Over the years I have harvested lots of fresh wood
destine for my lathe only to see it crack and warp
into firewood. Fortunately, I have had a wood
stove so I can enjoy the dregs but it is frustrating to
see “good” wood go to waste. So I have tried to improve how I process green (fresh) wood and the
article below outlines my process.

To identify a plant you should have a sample or
picture of the bark, the leaves, and the “flower”
along with where the plant is growing. Then you
can
consult
webpages
like
www.wooddatabase.com or reference books particular to
your area. Here in BC there is a publication called
The Tree Book put out by the BC and Canadian
governments specific to our area.
But perhaps the best resources are fellow members
of your guild. The collective knowledge of your
members will be based on local experience and
that makes it really useful.

I think of the processing of green wood in seven
steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Identification
Harvesting
Storing
Reading the Grain
Rough Turning Blanks
Treating and Drying
Final Turning

Harvesting
Cutting down trees can be fun but it can also be
VERY dangerous. The equipment and skills involved are well beyond this discussion and best left
to experts. If you have a tree that you want harvested in a particular way (more on this later), a
finished bowl or a case of wobbly-pop to your local
arborist can yield great results.
Storing or “What to do until I have time”
Virtually ALL timbers will crack as they dry. So, if
you leave fresh wood lying about for too long you
will generate firewood. But there are some things
you can do that will buy you some time. The following suggestions are listed more or less in order
of effectiveness:

Identification

Identifying a tree can save you a lot of time and
effort. For example, in my area Cottonwood trees
grow, abundantly, quickly, and large but they are
stringy and offer little in the way of colour or grain.
Purple rhododendron is an interesting plant but it
is quite poisonous and raises nasty welts on the
skin. Conversely, wood from the Smokebush shrub 
is bright canary-yellow, easy to turn, and keeps its
colour for years.

Submerging wood in running water will “hold”
it for a long time. If the water is cold that can
be for years. Even storing it in standing water
helps a lot but you need to flush the water regularly to avoid nasty, smelly, slimy things from
growing.
Freezing pieces wrapped in plastic will also
keep them for a long time although some domestic negotiations may be required. This can
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)
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ever received about this was from Portland-based
turner, Dale Larsen. It is so useful I named it the
Larsen Rule. It says, “Take the Best Piece First.”

be avoided by purchasing a freezer from the
GetYourOwnDamnOne Company. They sell
freezers, fridges, microwaves, cooking pots and But, “best” will change from person to person and
other useful shop equipment (more about this day to day so you need to know what is “best” on
the day you are cutting up that particular tree. If
later, too).
you are planning to mill the wood into flooring you
Leaving a large part of the tree intact – leaves,
decisions will be much different than if you want to
branches and all. Even though it is felled the
stock up on bowl blanks, spindle stock, or hollow
tree will keep on “living” and much of the moisform blanks.
ture in the tree will be drawn out though the
leaves.
Wood can present us with wonderful options including:
Storing wood in log form in a cool dry place
oriented as it grew will help water to drain
 Straight-grain boards clear of knots
from the tree and keep most of the wood from
 Boards with lots of knots
drying too quickly. This can buy you from days
to months depending on the weather and the
 Pretty grain
species.
 Colour variations
Wrapping wood in plastic and storing it in a
cool place will slow moisture loss and prevent
cracking but will promote spalting (wood rot)
which may or may not be wanted.




Spalting
Figure including birds-eye, fiddleback/tiger
-stripe, quilting, and flame/feather

 Burls
Painting the ends with some sort of sealer like
 Etc.
commercial end-sealer, paraffin, or paint will
slow evaporation and prevent cracking for days Each of these may be your “best” selection on the
to months depending on weather and species.
day. Consider this “perfect” tree showing where
Cutting a log down the pith gives the wood
some of these features can be found:
more room to move but it also speed up evaporation that can increase cracking. This alone
will help but will not buy you very much time.

Note: All of these methods buy you time but none
of them will prevent cracking.

Preparing Blanks
When tackling a tree it is a good idea to have in
mind what you want to turn. For example, it is not
helpful to cut 16” bowl blanks if you have a 14”
swing on your lathe. Having a clear idea of what
you want will greatly help you to decide how to
Flame is always found in the fork of two major
proceed.
branches. However, check the bark around the
Perhaps the best and most useful piece of advice I bottom of the fork. If it looks like a scar there is a
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good chance there is a bark inclusion well into the
fork. This means there will be no flame and it is
best NOT to cut for flame. If the bark looks good
then remove the fork along the red cut lines indicated in the diagram. Then, cut a line that connects the pith of all three branches. When you lay
it open you will see the flame.
Flames vary in thickness and width by species but
they are always close to the pith of the tree. To
capture them in a turning the flame must be on the
bottom of the turning as in a natural-edged bowl.
When a ripple appears in the bark this may indicate that the grain underneath has formed a fiddleback or quilted pattern. This figure can range from
just a few inches deep to completely throughout
the wood. Centering bowl blanks in the middle of
this figure will maximize the feature in the turning.
Burls are easy to spot. They look like warts on the
side of the tree. Cutting a burl along the trunk will
yield a pattern that is specked while cutting it
across the trunk will give a pattern that looks like
rays of the sun. There is no “right” way to cut burls
but most people try to maximize this pretty wood.
After some practice you should be able make an
educated guess about the grain and figure inside
the bark.
BUT, most trees have none of these fancy features.
Most have only late-season growth rings that are
darker than the early-season wood. Yet, orienting
the grain in a bowl blank gives you lots of control
over what it will look like in a finished piece. This
is done when cutting the blank from the log.

There is no “right” way to orient the grain in a
bowl. That is a matter of personal choice. But
knowing how to manipulate the grain give you
more control over the result and that happens in
the field when you are wet, dirty, and tired and it is
getting dark……..
As an aside, knowing this can help you when buying bowl blanks. Look at the side of the blank
along the grain and see if it is balanced or shifted
to one side. This will tell you how the bowl will
“turn” out.

Rough Turning
By the time you have blanks cut from a tree/log
you have already invested quite a lot of time and
effort. Yet, left as they are they will still crack. In
If the blank is cut from the log so the grain is balfact they will crack even faster as there is more suranced across the mouth of the bowl (A) as it faces
face area for moisture to escape. What is needed is
the center of the tree the bowl will have the indicat- a way to allow the wood to shrink and warp withed grain pattern. (B) shows the pattern if the same out it cracking. A good solution is to “rough” turn
bowl were oriented toward the bark. (C) and (D)
the blank. This involves turning the blank as you
show the results if the grain is shifted to one side.
would to get the final shape but leaving it thick –
about 10% of the diameter of the piece. This gives
the wood fibers more flexibility and room to move.
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case, this increases the drying time, does not alter
the basic nature of the wood, and is more labour
The piece will always move from round to oval with intensive. Mold and spalting are problems but can
the long side of the oval along the length of the log. be controlled by spraying with a water/bleach soluSometimes having that room to move is enough to tion.
prevent the wood from cracking.
Kiln Drying – this involves putting a number of
But not often.
blanks in a closed and controlled environment,
sometimes applying heat, and extracting moisture
Even after rough turning blanks most woods will
slowly. The application of the heat is key here as,
crack and ruin the finished product. So what is to
just like in steam bending, the heat soften the ligbe done?
nin (glue that hold wood fibers together) and allows internal stresses to be reduced. It also opens
Treating and Drying
When wood fibers dry they shrink both in length
the pores of the wood so water can escape faster.
and width. The problem is that they do not all dry
Kilns for home use can be made from an old fridge,
at the same time. The fibers on the outside of the
a few incandescent light bulbs and a dehumidifier.
wood loose moisture sooner and that imbalance
This does take some knowledge, time, and effort
builds up tension and eventually the wood cracks. but does yield good results.
We seek a way to alter the natural behavior of the
Soaking in detergent – this method was developed in
timber as it dries to allow it to dry more quickly
and evenly, to reduce internal stresses in the wood, Hawaii to treat Norfolk Pine pieces as they are
to unbind water that is bound by sugars (sap), and turned with the pith in. Clear detergent is required
in a mixture of 10-30% detergent to water. Wood
to stop any biological activity.
is turned quite thin while it is fresh and soaked for
A number of processes have been developed to
several weeks. It is them washed and air dried.
treat the wood before dry in an effort to reduce
This method is messy, difficult to scale, hard on the
cracking. Here are some of them:
environment, and not food-safe. I consider this a
method for the single purpose for which it was deWrapping in paper bags - this method slows the dryveloped.
ing process down to give the moisture inside the
walls time to move to the outside. This way the
Soaking in alcohol – the idea behind this method is
fibers dry more evenly and reduce internal stress- that alcohol will replace the water in the wood and
es. This method is cheap and easy and can be
then evaporate more quickly than water. I have
scaled up to treat lots of blanks. The drawbacks
had some success with this method but it is expenare that it slows the drying down, does not alter the sive, dangerous (the alcohol is both poisonous and
natural behavior of the wood, and can lead to rot
highly flammable), hard on the environment, diffisetting in. This is also only moderately effective.
cult to scale and only moderately effective.
(Continued from page 9)

Bagging in plastic – This is a variation of the first
method but here each piece is checked daily. If
there is condensation on the inside of the plastic
bag the wood is removed, the bag is turned inside
out and the wood is re-wrapped. This releases a
set about of moisture each time. As in the first

Microwaving – For this method you need an accurate scale that measures in grams or tenths of an
ounce. Record the weight of the blank before you
start. Check out the wattage of your microwave
(often on the side of the door) and set the time so
that the minutes multiplied by the wattage is

GVWG
around 1000 for smaller pieces up to 3000 for big
pieces. So, if you microwave is rated at 800 watts
set the time for 1:15 for small pieces and 3:40 for
bigger ones. If it is rated at 1500 watts then use 45
seconds for small pieces and around 2 minutes for
bigger ones.
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water to cool. Once removed it is stacked with
spacers in a cool, dry placed where it is left to air
dry.

My experience is that boiling decreases drying time
by a third, reduces warping, and decreases loss
through cracking significantly. This is especially
After the first “heat” remove the blanks and set it
true of woods that are prone to cracking. For exout to cool. BE PATIENT HERE. It may take 15ample, cherry bowl blanks crack nearly every time
20 minutes to completely cool down. Then weight when untreated but after boiling losses are around
it again and subtract the starting weight from this
1 in 10.
one. Record this number (I often write it right on
My boiling pot is a 28”x28”x24” made of galvathe side of the bowl in felt pen) and then repeat.
Be sure to use the same cooking time on each heat. nized steel. As a result, woods high in tannin (e.g.
Oak) discolour significantly. Most others discolour
For several cycles the wood will lose the same
in the surface but that is quickly removed in final
weight each time but at some point the loss will be turning.
significantly less. STOP! You are done. If you continue there is a good chance the piece will scorch or Combinations – These methods can be combined.
For example, a blank can be boiled and then microbust into flames. This is another time when dowaved. In this way a piece of living tree can end up
mestic buy-in is needed. Either that or make another trip to the GetYourOwnDamnOne Company. on the dining room table in days or, in extreme
cases, hours.
Microwaving heats all the water in a piece getting
Summary – harvesting your own wood can be reright into the center of the wood. This not only
helps drive out more water but it also heats the lig- warding but it is also hard work. In addition, even
nin allowing the wood fibers to slide or one anoth- a medium sized tree can yield a LOT of wood; so
much that many of us cannot process it quickly
er a little. The main drawbacks are a limit on the
size of blanks that can be treated, the need for pa- enough. This leads to an important rule of green
wood management:
tience, and it is hard to scale to a large number of
blanks.
SHARE!
Baking – this is similar to microwaving but it is not
This will make sure more of the wood gets used
done in cycles. Instead, the wood is placed in a
and more often than not, you will get a call from
300 degree oven for 8-10 hours and then allowed
those you shared with offering you “free” wood.
to cool slowly. My personal experience with this
method is limited but others have reported sucAnd finally, done properly this process takes time,
cess. Obviously this is a long time to occupy the
the right equipment, training, and experience.
oven and quite costly in terms of energy use. It is
Sometimes the cheapest turning blanks you can get
also difficult to scale up to a large number of
are those you buy from the store.
blanks.
Happy Turning Everyone!
Boiling – after trying many, this treatment method
is the one I use almost exclusively. A blank is
placed in a pot of boiling water for 1 hours plus 1
hour per inch of all thickness. It is then left in the

Bruce
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Wood Fridge Drier
by Ed Pretty
Last meeting Bruce Campbell’s talk in managing
green wood included a brief mention of repurposing an old fridge as a drying kiln. I have such a
beast and thought I would pass on a description of
my process as well as a few hints.

I have two wood “Kilns” that would probably be
better described as “Driers”. I say that only because
high temperatures are not involved. One is much
like a commercial freezer because it is made of the
same composite material as freezers and is
“powered” by a standard residential portable dehumidifier. It gets warm because the dehumidifier
generates heat, but it dries by way of dehumidified
air. Most folks may not have room for that or access to freezer stuff, so I’ll describe my converted
fridge, which BTW, was free. So was the freezer
stuff, for that matter, but not the dehumidifier.

Upright freezers are great because they have one
door, but they are few and far between (remember,
we’re after a free one which will probably be kaput). Cozy up to an appliance repair place and see
if they have a line on a decommissioned fridge –
that’s where I got mine. Maybe a nice bowl thrown
their way might sweeten the pot – that’s what I did.
Above all, wire shelves are important because they
promote convection where glass shelves block convection. So, we’re looking for a free fridge or upright freezer with wire shelves. Let’s talk about
fridges because they are more common. The only
difference is in the next paragraph.
The divider between the freezer and fridge compartments will probably be a simple molded
Styrofoam bulkhead that can be bashed out leaving
a single, inner plastic shell for the whole interior.
Nice. The rub is the outer divider between fridge
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and freezer is pretty wimpy when the Styrofoam is
gone but is required for the magnetic gaskets to
make a seal. I simply beefed mine up with nice
piece of wood to make it reasonable stiff.
If it’s a frost-free fridge it will have a fan somewhere in the guts so hang onto that for giving some
lateral circulation, cyclone style. If it isn’t there or
not working don’t sweat it, it’s only an extra anyway. I gutted the refrigeration unit but be certain
to pinch off the refrigerant lines so that refrigerant
doesn’t escape into the atmosphere (mine was devoid of refrigerant, hence the reason it was being
dumped). The cooling unit can be recycled at the
dump or a repair depot. Another viable option is to
simply leave it in place.
Wire in a couple of lights at the bottom (see photo
– I used two really ugly 70’s wall sconces). If you
use two you have the option of combining different
wattages and/or using only one bulb to fine tune
the temperature. This may or may not be in your
skill set but I bet you know someone who can help
you.
Cut two holes on the sides down low for an air inlet. I used a hole saw and drilled two 1 ½” holes.
The logic was that two would provide a more even
inlet of air. Cover that with some metal screen (I
used ¼” galvanized screen) to keep mice out because this is now a pretty attractive, toasty mouse
house. Put a single hole in the top with the same
screen. I used a 2” hole saw for that. If you don’t
have a hole saw I’m certain that you can think of a
variety of ways of breaching the fridge walls and
top, just make holes large enough to allow air to
flow freely. If you recall your grade 5 science, heated air rises, so… you get the idea.
I mounted the fan down low and pointed it sideways, the theory being to create a swirling action to
the the air. That may or may not be worth the effort but if you have it, why not. Both the fan and
the lights were wired together in parallel and included the original hydro interface cable.
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I use the door as well as the shelves for holding
wood. When I charge the drier I use bulb(s) that
keep the temperature about 50°F for a week or so
then start ramping it up with various combinations
of bulbs to get it to 75°F then even up to 90°F depending on how things are going. All that is quite
subjective, so you’ll have to learn by experience. All
this depends greatly on whether your drier is inside the house or out and if outside, what season.
Mine is upstairs on my shop which is unheated, so
I’ve used a variety of wattage combinations. The
most important thing is that you go slower rather
than faster. I’ve dried green wood 2” thick in three
to four weeks. I have a meter now but I used to
weigh it, writing the weights and dates on the
wood. As Bruce said, when it stops losing weight,
it’s dry.
Post Script: In these days of reduced availability of
incandescent bulbs, you might have to get creative
in your heat source. Perhaps heated pipe wraps (to
prevent freezing) or something similar might work.
I think I would not use a “cube” heater because I
have one in my dehumidifier drier when it’s really
cold and the thermostat seems completely nonfunctioning, meaning it runs all the time. I don’t
have a problem with that in that drier because it’s
more large closet-sized and doesn’t overheat while
the fridge is, well, fridge-size and might constitute
a fire hazard. (Editor’s note – When an retired
fireman thinks it might be a fire hazard we should
pay attention.)
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Acquiring Wood
by Steve Hansen
During my May demonstration someone asked
where I got my exotic wood. I did not answer
that question well at all – please accept my
apology. My answer should have been as follows:
When I began turning, I learned from other
established wood turners that they got much of
their wood by scrounging. By that I mean communicating to everyone you know and meet
that you are a woodworker. Sooner or later you
will get a lead – it certainly has worked for me.
Check craigslist, kijiji, ebay, etcetera. Not long
ago a large piece of lignum vitae was offered
up on craigslist. Alas, my negotiation skills
failed to render a suitable price, but the wood
was available. If you know any old-time dock
workers, they might be a source for lignum as
well.
A number of local companies carry exotic
hardwoods. This includes Bow River Craftwoods in Chilliwack, Reimer Hardwoods in
Abbotsford, P.J. White in Vancouver, KMS
Tools, most Windsor Plywood stores, and Lee
Valley Tools. If you have a buddy with a cabinet shop see if he can help you buy from Upper
Canada Woods in Burnaby (wholesale only).
It’s also worthwhile checking other lumber
outlets as well. I have seen some nice stuff and
often they have no idea what it is – make them
an offer!
Maybe you have something to trade with your
fellow woodworkers. Place an ad in the Guild
newsletter/website.
Garage sales, “antique” stores, and thrift stores
sometimes have items that incorporate exotic
woods, for instance old lawn bowling balls and
carving mallets are often made from lignum
vitae. There’s enough wood in those to make a
nice piece!
There are on-line vendors in Canada and
abroad that specialize in selling exotic wood.
Be careful when ordering from the outside of

Canada as some species are banned or restricted to be imported into Canada – check the
C.I.T.E.S appendices A,B, and C and/or a customs broker to make sure your order is allowed. You can circumvent that issue by dealing with Canadian vendors. Check gvwg.ca/
__resources page for ones that the webmaster
knows about.
For local timber, make a habit of driving different routes between your home base and
usual destinations – wood is often laying on
the ground for the taking. Spread your net
wide. Some cities have firewood piles. Vancouver’s is an open yard at 1st Avenue and Rupert.
City arborists dump logs there regularly and
you can take what you like though you will
need a chainsaw. Check with your city engineering department for others.
Get your email added to our GVRD wood list.
Get friendly with an arborist – and home-in on
the sound of a chain saw.
One caution when acquiring exotic woods,
keep them sealed in a plastic bag if you bring
them indoors. The reason is that most wood
merchants keep their supply stored in non-airconditioned sheds and therefore the wood is
susceptible to cracking when brought into drier environments.
Finally, to the person that asked “Where do
you get that wood?” please see me at the next
meeting – thank you.
I hope this helps.

Steve

GVWG
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April FOF Skew and spindle roughing gouge
In the April Focus on Fundamentals, Claudia
talked about the spindle roughing gouge and
the dreaded skew. She began by warning everyone never to use the SRG on anything but
spindle work. The SRG and the skew use
many of the same techniques, use your body to
move the tool, not your arms. This keeps the
cutting edge in the same position relative to
the piece of wood. Both the SRG and the skew
are angled at approximately 45 degrees when
doing a planing cut. The skew requires a bit
more finesse and can be used for a variety of
cuts. When using the skew, the tool rest is
generally set a bit higher than for other tools.
There are a couple of skew designs available,
the rectangular (most common) and oval.
Most people prefer the rectangular. The ends
of the cutting edge are the heel (short end) and
toe (long point). Planing cuts are done with the
heel down and using the lower third of the

tool. The tool should travel across the wood at
about a 45 degree angle. V grooves can be
made with the heel or toe and the skew comes
directly into the wood rather than at an angle.
The skew needs to be exceptionally sharp to be
effective and is usually honed frequently.
The most important thing about using a skew
is that you need to pay close attention to the
bevel and the cutting edge. Being too aggressive or trying to cut too fast will probably result in a catch or runback. Slow down and
practice and you will soon develop confidence
in the tool.
Claudia finished the demonstration by showing a trick for using a skew when making a
bowl. It is a terrific tool for cleaning up the
tenon on the bottom , and for creating that
gentle angle needed if you are using dovetail
jaws.

Weecher Carver for Sale
Kevin (604)880-6643

I have a fairly new Power
Carving kit for sale on Craigslist https://
vancouver.craigslist.org/van/tls/d/vancouverwecheer-power-carving-kit/6885849687.html. I
would like to pass this on to other members.
It’s an excellent kit for embellishing turned
items.
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Instant Gallery
April 25
Chris Stiles –
Bowl – 9.5X2.5 –
Maple – Tung Oil

Bryan Lunt –
Forward Motion –
10X10 – Maple –
WoP, Pearlescent
Acrylic

Dan Breck – Live
Edge Bowl – 6X3
– Cottonwood –
WoP

Chris Stiles – Box
with Threaded Lid
– 3X3.5 – Spalted
Maple, Stabilized –
Shellawax
David Adolph –
Blue Moon Pod
– 3X4.5 – Maple
– WoP – from
Art Leistman
Class

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
April 25
Des Wilson –
Natural Edge
Bowl – 19X3 –
Cherry – Poly

Des Wilson –
Natural Edge
Bowl – 18X4 –
Cherry – Poly

Don Gamble –
5.5X2.5 – Maple –
OB Shine – Dirty
Bottom

Dex Hallwood –
Simple Bowl –
6X4 – Arbutus –
Tung Oil,

Ed Job –
4.5X6.5 –
Various

Ed Job –
11.25X7.5 2
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Instant Gallery
April 25
Brian Lunt –
Tofino Beach
Platter –
12X1.5Maple –
India Ink,
Airbrush

Allan Cusworth
– Wine Goblet
– 2.75X6.5 –
Maple – Salad
Bowl Beeswax,
Beall Buffed

John Spitters –
Salad Bowl –
12.25X4.5 –
Maple – Mineral
Oil
Gary Burns – 2 Natural
Edge Bowls – 10X3.5, 8X2
– Maple Burl – WoP

Brian Lunt –
Moon on Water –
0.25X22.5 –
Figured Maple,
Lacquer 2

Keith Ruttan –
Bowl – 13.5X4.5 –
Silver Maple – WoP

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
April 25
Jay Mapson – Sandys Kids,
Set of 3 Natural Edge Bowls –
Acacia Burl – WoP 46

John Spitters –
Salad Bowl –
12.25X5 – Maple
– Mineral Oil –
3Piece Set
John Spitters –
Bowl – 9.5X3 –
Maple – Mineral
Oil – 3 Piece Set

John Spitters –
Trinket Bowl –
6.5X1.125 –
Maple – WoP –

Keith Ruttan –
Bowl – 13X4 –
Silver Maple –
WoP
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Instant Gallery
April 25
Peter Hill – Bowl
– 7X2.5 – Maple –
Tung Oil

Rob Smith –
Shave Set –
Cocobolo,
Walnut – CA,
WoP

Peter Hill – Bowl
– 9X2 – Old Kauri
Pine – Tung Oil

Ross Pilgrim –
Salad Bowl –
14X5 – Mahoneys
Walnut Oil – for
Auction

Ron Bailey –
Potpouri Bowl –
5.5X2.5 – Maple,
Purpleheart –
Tung Oil

Rob Smith –
Shave Set –
Maple – CA, WoP

Ross Pilgrim – Bowl
– 14X3 – Maple Burl
– Mahoneys Walnut
Oil – For Auction

GVWG
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President's Challenge Gallery
April 25 Pierced
Allan Cusworth –
Bowl with Pierced
and Fixed Bottom –
11.25X3.25 – Maple,
Elm – Watco Danish

Bruce Campbell –
Mountain Tranquility –
5X3X4 – Driftwood,
Pacific Yew – Shellac

Bruce Campbell –
Spring Again – 9X2 –
Maple – Ink, Dye,
Acrylic

Bruce Campbell –
Spring Again –
9X2 – Maple –
Ink, Dye, Acrylic

Bruce Campbell –
Work in Progress
– 10X1.5 – Maple
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President's Challenge Gallery
April 25 Pierced

Rich Schmid, Phil
Vetra – Vase – 4X5 –
Maple – Spray –
Airbrush by Phil Vetra

Rich Schmid – Ball –
2X6 – Maple – WoP

Steve Fairbairn – Epic
Failure – Soon to be
Kindling – Caught
Fire While Laser
Cutting

GVWG
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Sharon Doughtie Class Projects
Steve Fairbairn –
Practice Board 2
– Baltic Birch
Plywood –
Pyrography –
Sharon Doughtie
Class

Bob James –
Platter –
27cmX2.7cm –
Maple – Acrylic
Paint, WoP –
Sharon Doughtie
Class

Steve Fairbairn –
Celtic Knot Bowl
Work in Progress
– 8X2 – Maple –
Pyrography –
Sharon Doughtie
Class

Dustin Cook –
Maple –
Unfinished –
Sharon
Doughtie Class

Steve Fairbairn –
Practice Board –
Baltic Birch
Plywood –
Pyrography –
Sharon Doughtie
Class
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Remember Safety First
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
on the lathe, keeping your hand on the switch in
case you need to turn the machine off. When observing someone else turn, stay out of these zones.



Always wear safety goggles or safety glasses that
include side protectors. Use a full face shield for
bowl, vessel, or any turning involving chucks and
faceplates.



Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration helmet, proper ventilation, and/or dust collection system as appropriate. Fine particles from a grinder
and wood dust are harmful to your respiratory system.



Wear hearing protection during extended periods
of turning.



Turn the lathe off before adjusting the tool rest or
tool rest base, i.e., banjo.



Always remove chuck keys, adjusting wrenches,
and knockout bars immediately after use. Never
leave them in place, even for a moment.



Tie back long hair and avoid loose clothing, jewelry,
or any dangling objects that may catch on rotating
parts or accessories.

When using a faceplate, be certain the workpiece is
solidly mounted with stout screws (#10 or #12
sheet metal screws as a minimum). Do not use dry
wall or deck screws.






When turning between centers, be certain the
workpiece is firmly mounted between the headstock driving center and tailstock center.



Ensure the belt guard or cover is in place.



Check that all locking devices on the tailstock and
tool rest assembly (rest and base) are tight before
operating the lathe.





Always check the speed of the lathe before turning
it on. Use slower speeds for larger diameters or
rough pieces and higher speeds for smaller diameters and pieces that are balanced. Always start a
piece at a slower speed until the workpiece is balanced. If the lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the
speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always stop the
machine to verify why. As a starting point, consult
your operator’s manual for recommended speeds
for a particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed is
compatible with the size of the blank.



Exercise extra caution when using stock with
cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, knots, irregular
shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should avoid
these types of stock until they have greater
knowledge of working such wood.
Hold turning tools securely on the toolrest, holding
the tool in a controlled but comfortable manner.
Always contact the tool rest with the tool before
contacting the wood.
Note that, when running a lathe in reverse, it is
possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew unless
it is securely tightened or locked on the lathe spindle.



Know your capabilities and limitations. An experienced woodturner is capable of lathe speeds, techniques, and procedures not recommended for beginning turners.

Ensure the blank is securely fastened.





Rotate your workpiece backwards by hand to make
sure it clears the toolrest and bed before turning
the lathe on.

Always remove the tool rest before sanding, finishing, or polishing operations.



Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, and keep
your balance at all times.



Stay clear of the areas directly behind and in front
of the workpiece, they are the most likely areas for
a piece to travel as it comes off the lathe. A good
safety habit is to step out of this zone when turning



Keep your lathe in good repair. Check for damaged
parts, alignment, binding of moving parts, and other conditions that may affect its operation.



Keep tools sharp and clean for better and safer per-
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
formance. Don’t force a dull tool. Don’t use a tool
for a purpose for which it was not designed or intended.


cords.


Consider your work environment. Don’t use a
lathe in damp or wet locations. Do not use in pres- 
ence of inflammable liquids or gases, and always
keep a fully-charged fire extinguisher close at
hand. Keep your work area well lit.



Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. Pay close
attention to unusual sounds or vibrations. Stop
the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate
machines when you are tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.



Guard against electric shock. Inspect electric
cords for damage. Avoid the use of extension

Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn
power off. Don’t leave lathe until it comes to a
complete stop.
Many accidents to woodturners occur while using
saws, especially band and chain saws. Learn and
follow the safety guidelines for this equipment.

GVWG
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Calendar of Events
Date

Time

Location

Event

2019
Jan 24, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Feb 2, 2019

9:00 AM

Feb 3, 2019

9:00 AM

Feb 28, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 28, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

April 13, 2019

9:00 AM

April 14, 2019

9:00 AM

Apr 25, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 23, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

June 22, 2019

9:00 AM

July 11-14,
2019

Sapperton Hall
Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom

Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom

Sapperton Pensioners Hall
Raleigh Convention
Center, Raleigh, NC

Art Liestman – The Lost Wood Technique
Art Liestman – Lost Wood Technique Class
Club Meeting
FoF – Dan Breck – Live-edge Bowl
Main Speaker – Keith Hudson – Three-sided Bowl
Club Meeting
FoF – Barry Wilkinson - Buffing
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Tool Handles
Sharon Doughtie - All-day Demonstration
Sharon Doughtie - Hands-on Class
Club Meeting
FoF – Ed Pretty - Sharpening
Main Speaker – Bruce Campbell – Tree to Table
Club Meeting
FoF –
Main Speaker – Steve Hansen - "Teach your chuck a
new trick."
Seri Robinson – All-day Demo – All about Spalted
Wood
AAW Symposium
Club Meeting
FoF –
Main Speaker –

June 27, 2019

6:30 P.M.

July-Aug

Summer Break - Our first meeting of the new calendar will be Sept 26, 2019

Oct 19th ,
2019

9:00 AM

Oct 20/21st, ‘19

9:00 AM

Nov 23rd 2019

9:00 AM

Nov 24th

9:00 AM

April
2020

18th,

9:00 AM

Apr 10th,2020

9:00 AM

Oct 17th , 2020

9:00 AM

Oct 18th ,2020

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – Pole Lathe demo/trials
Main Speaker – Larry Stevenson - Simple salt and
pepper shakers

Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom
Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom
Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom
Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom

Cynthia Gibson
https://www.cynthiagibsonpyrography.com/
Cynthia Gibson – Hands-on Class
Kai Muenzer
http://kaimuenzer.com/
Kai Muenzer – Hands-on Class
John Jordan
https://www.johnjordanwoodturning.com/
John Jordan – Hands-on Class
Trent Bosch
https://trentbosch.com/
Trent Bosch – Hands-on Class

Special points of
interest:










GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers

Next Meeting:
Thursday May 23th,
2019 at 6:30 PM,
Sapperton Hall, 318
Keary St, New Westminster BC
Food Providers:
Dan Vikse
Brooke Wade
Phil Winch
George Wood
David Adolph
New Members Greeter:
Cathy Friesen

President:

Steve Fairbairn

Vice President:

Steve Hansen

Secretary:

Des Wilson

secretary@gvwg.ca

Treasurer:

Bob James
Dan Breck

communications@gvwg.ca

FoF Speaker:
Ed Pretty - Sharpening
Main Speaker:
Bruce Campbell – Tree
to Table

Members At
Large:

President’s Challenge:
May 2019 – Reclaimed/
Recycled Material
June 2019 - Burned

president@gvwg.ca

Peter Hill
Cathy Nakagawa
Phil Vetra
Barry Wilkinson
Dustin Cook
Dan Moleschi

Past President

Bill Fowle

Educational Coordinator:

Larry Stevenson

Food Chief:

Peter McLaren
Rachel Tius
John Hammond

FOF Coordinator:

Phil Vetra

Turning 101:

Peter Hill
Tracy Kennedy

Librarians:

Visiting Demonstrator Liaison
Newsletter Editor:
Publisher:

Art Liestman
Bruce Campbell

editor@gvwg.ca

Robert Carlson

Digital Photography:

Jay & Lin Mapson

Webmaster:

Steve Hansen

webmaster@gvwg.ca

